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 Traditional construction
 10 year construction warranty
 Low energy lighting
 Hard wired smoke alarms
 Designer kitchens
 Integrated appliances
 Porcelain flooring 
 Oak stair casing
 Master bedrooms with 

en-suite & dressing rooms
 Carpeted bedrooms
 Chrome door furniture
 Landscaped gardens
 Attractive elevated views over town
 Generous block-paved parking area
 Pleasantly set back from road 

DESCRIPTION
Hadlands are delighted to offer to the market this
exciting opportunity to purchase one of four beautiful
new properties built by Millstone Homes. Finished to a
high specification throughout, the development consists
of two detached houses and one pair of semi-detached,
situated within easy reach of Chesham town centre with
its pedestrianised high street and Metropolitan Line
Station offering a direct link to London (45 minutes).

Designed to suit the needs of the modern day family, all
properties have been individually designed to offer
classic architecture with contemporary interior design.

Please contact us for further information and plans, the
site is now available for viewings, a choice of finishings is
available for a limited time and subject to reservation.

LOCATION
Chesham can be described as having one foot in London
and the other in Buckinghamshire.
Lively and colourful, it has a cosmopolitan air yet shares
Buckinghamshire’s most prized features: the inspiring
countryside, the rare peace and the ancient feel of
England’s traditions.
Smart and increasingly well served by familiar High Street
shops, Chesham’s independent retailers provide
everything residents need. A quality butcher,
housewares shop, chemist and baker complement the
coffee shops and supermarkets.
Known locally for its schools (prep school and grammar
school) the wide expanses of the country are no more
than five minutes’ drive from the centre.
The dual identity of Chesham makes it an informed
choice for those leaving urban centres but wishing to
remain connected to the hum and variety the larger
town brings.

Viewings by appointment only
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These particulars are believed to be correct, but their accuracy is in no way guaranteed, neither do they form part of any contract.   All room measurements are approximate and given for guidance purposes only. Prospective purchasers should check room measurements 
for themselves prior to ordering fitted carpets and flooring. Appliances have not been checked and are in no way guaranteed to be in working order.  They are issued on the understanding that all negotiations are conducted, subject to contract, through Hadlands.
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